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STUDY OF SEEPAGE FRON IRRIGATION CHANNElS 
1951 
* * * * * * * 
by 
A. R. Robinson and Carl Rohwer 
INTRODUCTION 
Early in 1949, the Bureau of Reclamation requested the Division of 
Irrigation Engineering, Soil Conservation Service, in cooperation with the 
Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station to make studies of seepage from. 
irrigation canals as one phase of the Lower Cost Canal Lining Program set 
up by the Bureau. A memorandum of understanding, Asc-875, signed by the 
cooperating agencies became effective June 20, 1949, and has been renewed 
annually. The actua 1 field work for the proj3 ct started during the summer 
of 1949 and has continued each year since that time. 
The purpose of this investigation is to study the factors that cause 
seepage and to determine their effect on the rates of seepage, in order 
that better methods of measuring seepage from existing canals and of fore-
casting the seepage from pro posed canals might be devised. The plan for 
conducting the study is based on the construction of seepage rings in 
different types of soils, from which the seepage rate could be accurately 
determined end from vmich a study of the various factors influencing seepage 
would be possible. The seepage rate from these rings would be used as a 
standard for determining the accuracy of permeameters and seepage meters 
in measuring seepage. These field permeameters and seepage meters would 
be installed either vdthin the rings or in the same general vicinity. 
Complete soil analyses including laboratory permeameter _measurements would 
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be made. Where possible, actual use of the field equipment on existing or 
proposed canals as a means of further improving or calibrating the equip-
ment was planned. 
During the first two years the seepage rings were installed in clay 
loam on the Horticulture Plot near Colorado A and M College and in ~andy 
loam at the Bellvue Labora tory. Numerous measurements were made with the 
scs type seepage meter and the well-type permeameter. In addition, weekly 
observations of the elevation of the ground water we re made. Inflow-outflow 
e.s well as pending measurements were made on t he Arthur Ditch. We ll-type 
permeameter tests were conducted along a section of the Poudre Supply Canal 
which is a part of the Colorado-Big Thompson project. Complete soil and 
water ana lyses were made at each tes t location. 
During the 1951 season the seep~ge rings were again operated at the 
Bellvue Laboratory and a new seepage ring insta llation v~s made in clay 
soil near the Poudre Supply Cana l, which was a.lso operated for t he season. 
In addition to the SCS type seepage meters which had been used the previous 
&easons, two USBR plastic bag type meters were t ested. A plastic SCS type 
meter was constructed and used for seepage determinations . Three well-
type permeameters we re constructed and used for . making permeability 
measurements. A sect ion of the Poudre Supply Cana l was checked for seepage 
by using the seepage meters and by pending. Inflow-outflow measurements 
were again ma de on the Arthur Ditch. Assistance was given in making a 
series of well-type permeameter tests along the center line of en unlined 
section of the pro posed North Poudre Supply Canal. 
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EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURE 
seepage Rings 
As explained in the progress reports submitted in 1950 (8) and 1951 
(7), ~~o concentric rings, one 6 feet and the other 18 feet in diameter were 
used in the experiment~. (See figure 1). The annular space around the 
center pool acted as a buffer so that the seepage from the center pool would 
be unaffected by the boundary condi ti.ons. The rings were made of 16-gage 
galvanized sheet metal 36 inches wide. They were set into the ground to 
a depth of 12 inches thereby forming tanks which ~ere 24 inches deep. A 
vnlve was provided for the inner ring so that the pools could be inter-
connected if desi~ed. The water was obtained from the Poudre River for the 
Bellvue Laboratory rings and from the Fort Collins City water main for the 
Poudre Supply Plot. In either case the water was measured through calibrated 
domestic-type water meters. The water levels in the rings were controlled 
by float valves and variation in depths measured by hook gages mounted in 
each ring. Piezometers were installed at several locations around the rings 
as well as in the center rings in order to keep an accurate check on the 
ground water elevations. 
Norm.ally, twice daily readings were made of the seepage from the seepage 
rings. In addition, air temperatures were recorded as well as the water 
temperatures at both the water surface and the contact point with the soil. 
A standard Weather Bureau rain gage was used for measuring the precipitation. 
An evaporation pan wa s installed at the Poudre Supply Plot and these data 
trere also used for the evaporation correction at the Bellvue Laboratory Plot~ 
Seepage Meters 
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type was developed by the Soil Conservation Service and is termed the SCS 
type seepage meter. The other was first designed by the Regional Salinity 
JAboratory, USDA .. Riverside, Caljfornia, end modifications were added after 
use by the U. s. Bureau of Reclamation. In this report this meter is 
called the USBR type seepage meter. 
SCS Seepage Meter - The SCS seepage meter was described in detail in 
the 1950 Progress Report (8) and is shovm in figures 2 and 3. The meter 
consists of a bell 12 inches in diameter and 6 inches deep with a sharpened 
edge around the open end to facilitate installation. The valve at the top 
of the bell was used for releasing entrapped air. A cup approximately 2 
inches in diameter with a petcock attached near the base .. was co~~ected to 
the bell by means of a 1/2-inch rubber hose. The cup together with an 
e.ttached hook gage was fastened to a stake ·which could be clamped to the 
outer ring wall. The hook gage was used to measure the drop in the cup 
vihen the valves were closed and the elevation of the water surface in the 
rings when the valves were opened. 
To begin a test, water was first forced through the meter by closing 
the petcock and with the valve on the bell open, pouring water into the 
cup. This forced out the trapped air in the rubber hose and in the top of 
the bell. The hook gage and cup were then clamped to the outer ring wall 
nnd a reading of the water elevation taken. All valves were then closed 
and water poured into the cup to an inch or so higher than the outside water 
elevation. The rate of drop in the cup was timed with a stop watch until 
the water level in the cup was be.low that in the rings. The instantaneous 
rnte of drop in the cup at the same time that the two water levels were 
the same .. converted to a rate over the area of the bell, determined the 
aoepage rate. 
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Figure 3.--
St1page Meter 
Figure 2.-- SCS seepage meter. 
SCS seepa ge meter with metal bell. 
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Since it was believed that any jarring caused by hammering on the bell 
~uld materially affect the results of the testsJ all installations were 
rJlde either by standing on the bell or by jacking. In most casesJ two men 
ore able to. force the meter down by gently rocking it with their feet. 
In order to see if anything unusual occurred inside the meter after 
1 t \'ias in place for a few daysJ a clear plastic meter was constructed, 
(figure 4.) This meter and attachments were practically the ea.rne as the 
one just described except that the bell was 10 inches in diameter. Another 
purpose of this meter was to let sunlight inside the bell so that it would 
not be dark as in the case of the meters made · with sheet metal. It was 
thought that this absence of sunlight might be a reason for inconsistencies 
of the seepage meter readings. 
USBR Seepage Meter - .The USBR seepage meter is shown in figure · 5. 
Briefly, this meter consists of a bell, 2 square feet in cross-sectional 
nrea and from 8 to 12 inches high. A plastic bag is connected to the bell 
with a flexible hose. The bell was installed in a manner similar to that 
used for the SCS meter. Care was taken . to expell entrapped air by forcing 
~~tar through the flexible tube vdth the valve on top of the bell open. 
The plastic bag was then filled vdth water, weighedJ attached to the flexible 
hose and submerged in the surrounding water. In order to make a test, ·the 
valve at the top of the bell was closed and the clamp on the flexible hose 
opened. After a prescribed length of time the bag was removed and again 
weighed. This gave a seepage rate per unit of time over the area of the 
bell. 
Well-type Permeameter 
The well-type permeameter was developed by the U. S. Bureau of Recla-
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Figure 5.--
Figure 4.-- SCS seepa ge meter with 
plastic bell. 
USBR seepage meter with pla stic bag. 
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. .. 10n e.nd is fully described in the Earth Hanual (12). This permeameter 1'•· • • 
nsi sts of a calibrated supply tank equipped vnth an indicator glass and 
outlet pipe equipped with the float mechanism (see figure 6). A hole • • 
, t o 6 inches in diameter and var~Qng in depth with the horizon to be 
t ested vms used. This hole vm s partly filled with highly permeab le sand 
or gravel to reduce erosion and prevent ccving and the top portion was 
equipped with a screen casing. 
Essentially, the well permeameter tests consist of the measurement o,f 
a rate of water flowing outward and downward from an uncased well in which 
a constant head of water is maintained . A mathematical solution for deter-
oining the permeabi lity coefficient K from the results has been deve loped 
by electrica l analogy methods by the u. S. Bureau of Reclama tion (12). 
:or the case of t he deep wat er table condition when the distance from the 
~~te r surface in the hole to the water table is greater than three times 
the depth of water in the hol e , the formula may be stated as: 
K = (1) 
where h is the depth of water in the hole in feet, r is the radius of 
the hole in feet, Q is flow in cubic feet per minute required to maintain 
a constant water leve l and K is t he permeability coefficient in feet per 
da.y. 
Generally, the t ests were continued for about ten days or t wo weeks 
until a fairly constant r ate was bei ng maintained . The Bureau Manual (12) 
epecifies that the tests should be run only long enough to deve lop a 
eaturated envelope i n the soil. A minimum and ~aximum time limit on the 
duration of the tes t is presented. Readings were generally made at one-
hour or t wo-hour interva ls during the day. In addition to t he tank reading, 
the temperature and depth of water in the hole were noted. 
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Well-Type 
Figure 6.-- Well type permeameter. 
Figure 7.-- Seepage rings at Bellvue Plot with well 
type permeameter and settling tank in background. 
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PRESENTATION OF DATA 
allvue Laboratory Seepage Tests 
The seepage tests at the Bellvue Laboratory started in the summer of 
19so were continued in 1951. I_n addition to twice da ily observations of .. 
~1 0 seepage from the seepage rings and the pertinent meteorological factors, 
okly measurements of the ground wat er levels were ma de at the site. Tests 
•ore continued using the we ll-type permeameters in the vicinity of the rings 
and the seepage meters in the outer ring. In addition to the two types of 
s~ me ters~ the USBR seepage meter vms also used for measuring the seepage 
fro:n the rings. 
Soil and Water Analysis - A report of the physical cha r acteristics of 
~e soil at the Bellvue plot is contained in the progress report submitted 
1n 1951 (7). The mechanical analysis of the soil showed it to be a ~andy 
loam. According to the Atterburg Classification Index the soil was classed 
as friable, A chemica l analysis of the soil indicated it to be alkaline in 
reaction. The soluble salt content was very low and no gypsum was indi-
e~ted. The analysis of the water used, which was taken directly from the 
Poudre River, is shovm in table 1. This shows a low salt content and a 
t:o.ter which is very nearly free of impurities. 
Permeability tests of disturbed soil samples were made in the laboratory 
~ccording to the procedure described in the 1950 progress report on soils 
(10) A plot of the results is given in the 1951 progress report (7). This 
ahows a radical difference in the initial permeability of the samples . How-
ever, at the end of the 17-day period the r ates were very nearly the same, 
approximately 4 fe et per day for the 0 to 1-foot sample and 5 for the 
1 to 2-foot sampl e . 
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Table l.-- Water Analysis 
Total Solids 
Volatile Ma tter (organic &: ~0) 
Organic ~./fa tter 
Reaction (acid-alkaline) 
Bases 
CaO - Lime 
MgO - Magnesia 
Acids 
No3 -Nitrate s (toxic) 
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(c~bic :eet per squa~e feet per day) and increased gradually for approxi-
~ately three weeks until a rate of 1.30 feet per day was reached. A gradual 
decline in rate is then shown until the end of the test period when a rate 
of just over 0.20 foot per day was reached. A slight increase in seepage 
is noted about September 1 after a test in which the water level in the 
rings was allowed to drop almost to the bottom and then brought back to 
the maximum depth again. The increased head seemed to have the effect of 
temporarily increasing the rate above that caused by the additional depth 
of water. 
The inner ring started the 1951 season at a rate of about 1.10 feet 
per day which was actually higher than the initial rate for the outer rin~. 
However. the inner ring showed a gradual decrease throughout the entire 
period ending with a rate of about 0.15 foot per day. It is interesting 
to note that the initial rate from the outer ring is actually lower than 
the final rate for the previous season. The inner ring rate is higher but 
dropped to the same rate within t wo weeks and continued to drop until the 
end rate was approximate ly 1/4 that of the previous seasono 
On two occasions during the testing season the effect of depth of water 
in the seepage rings on the seepage rate was determined. For these tests, 
with the inflow shut off. the water was allowe d to drop during the day 
noting the drop for hourly periods. At the end of the day the floats ·of 
the automatic controls were set down approximately 6 inches thereby lowering 
the water level an equivalent amount by the next morning. This procedure 
~us repeated until near zero depth was reached . The water ~us then brought 
up by successive steps until maximum depth was again maintained . 
Plots of these tests are shown on figures 9, 10, 11, and 12. For the 
inner ring the rates when successively dropped are very near those when 
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,uccessively raised tor both the August and October tests. For the August 






(see figure 10). However., there is a radical difference_ in the depth versus 
seepage rate for the October determination on the outer ring, figure 12. 
A method of solving for the permeability K for the seepage rings was 
presented in the 1951 progress report. This method utilized the effect of 
~cpth plot for the inner ring. By projecting the lines representing the 
tepth-seepage rate relationship until zero depth was reached, a value for 
the seepage rate was determined when the water level and the ground surface 
eoincide. Using Darcy·' s equation: 
q Kh 1 (2) 
~ere q is the rate of flow per unit area, K is the permeability, h 
1s the hydraulic head and 1 is the length of the soil column. At zero 
depth of we. ter above the ground surface, h and 1 are equal so that h 
1 
equals unity and q equals K at this point. This value of K is 0.085 
root per day for the August determination and approximately 0.100 for the 
) tober test for the inner ring. 
In the 1950 progress report (7) another method of determining field 
~ermeabilities by the use of the seepage rings was presented. This mothod 
s developed by Mr . R. E. Glover of the u. S. Bureau of Reclamat~on (4). 
cylinder whi ch had been pressed into the soil for approximately half its 
'ngth, is filled with water and the soil allowed to dampen to at least the 
~'ttom of the cylinder. The cylinder is then refilled with water and the 
~ .e required for the we. ter to drain away is noted. The formula developed 
;- •I Glover is : 
K = 
I' 
L l (H+L+C) T oge L+C (3) 
.: ""!" I "'." i • 
; : : ~: j·.'J. t.· f •• 
·. :·.; ... ~'. !.' :, 
. ~-: : ~ -: ~- :.... • .. J ~· ·.:· ' 
;..::·, ', [ ::-.. -," .: • I , ,I f 
.:.12-
C 15 the permeability in feet per day, L is the equivalent length of 
inder through which ·percolation can be assumed to occur, T is the time t f -. -
(~r the water to be drained ·away afte r being filled to a depth H, and C 
1, the capi-llary tensi on. For the Bellvue seepage rings the depth H was 
, ;~roximately 2 feet and the equivalent length L was the embedded length 
' foot) plus 0.285 times the diameter. The soil was assumed to be satu-
~.a d because water had be en in the rings for t wo months, so that C was 
The follo>nng tabulation shows the permeability as determined by 
~~1s method as well as that obtained by the "Effect of Depth" tests. 
Permeability K 
Dfite Seepage Glover Effect of 
1951 Ring Depth 
Ft/day Ft/day 
·Aug. Inner 0 . 100 0.085 
.. · Oct. Inner 0.119 0.090 -
-Aug. Outer 0.190 0.135 
Oct. Outer 0.198 0.170 
. ~ ose tests give a f air ly close correlation in the determinati on of the 
i"r::leabili ty by the two methods. 
After the rings had been operating for approximately 2-1/2 months it 
~-t~:J.me apparent that although the s eepage rate, as shown by the twice dai ly 
.. 
l . servations was fairly constant, there seemed to be a variation in rate 
. . 
!r :l hou~ t~ - h~ur as shown by the drop tests. To check this variation the 
-
~ ~o of. dr~p- was- ~e~sured for two hour periods continuously for over two 
- . -
i'' • Figure 13 is a plot of the results . Shown are t he inner and outer 
... ,_ -
·-g rates corrected only for evaporation and those corrected for both 
• ?Orati on and temperature. This plot shows variations which could not 
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be attributed to errors in observation since the rings were independently 
operated and there are variations which are common to both rings. The lowest 
seepage rates are essentially opposi te the highest water temperatures with 
I 
t he higher r ates approxi rr.ate ly four hours later. 
Figure 13 also shows plotted to the same scale e.s the water temperature, 
the soil tempe r ature at one foo t depth which wa s determined at another loca-
tion where only natural vegetative cover existed. The soil temperature at 
one foot depth unde r the seepage rings probably differed from this tempera-
ture because of the insulation of the t wo-foot depth of water . However, 
this is presented a s a possible r eason for the 50 percent variation in 
seepage rat es over a period of a f ew hours . The increasing temperature of 
the water as it percolates through the soil causes deposition of air irt the 
form of bubbles which clog the openings . Conversel y, for a decreasing; 
temperature of the v1a ter air would be held i n solution in the via ter and the 
~ir in the soil would be dissolved thereby increasing; the pe rmeability in 
I 
the soil. 
In order to determine the effect of the seepage from the seepage rings 
on the ground water elevations, piezometers were installed around the rings 
:1d in a line leadi ng; toward the Poudre River . Weekly measurements were 
~de of the water levels in the piezometers and the elevation of the water 
1n the river. Figure 14 shows the results. The fluctuations in the ground 
ter elevations seem to be due only to the fluctuation of stage of the 
roudre River nearby. This is true of the piezometers in the inner ring as 
011 as those outside the seepage rings . 
Seepage Meter Tests - During the 1951 season ninety-five determinations 
., 
·· the seepage rate at the Bellvue rings were made with seepage meters. 
,. ;..4: ., . .. · ;,!-.- ::-·-. ,-·· . , ; :;:~ .-·; . ; ' ·._-· .. ·--, 
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over sixty of these tests were made with the SCS seepa ge meter with each 
) 
~st immediately repeated as a check. The SCS meter and the Bureau meters 
.are generally installed side by side in the outer ring and left in place 
tor periods ranging from a week to two weeks. The first seepage determina-
tion was usua lly made within a day after installation with further tests 
continuing at two-day interva ls. 
The results of the tests are sho~n plotted on figure 8 and are tabulated 
ln table 2. Comparisons of these results show that relatively, the rates 
round by the "t1No methods are of the same order. However , quantitatively 
~ere are some fairly large variations . Generally, the seepage meter rates 
&re greater than the inner ring rates and l ess than the outer ring rates. 
Well-type Permeamete r Tests - For the purpose of comparing the ·permea-
bi lities as shown ~y the well-type permeameters and those determined by the 
aoepage meters and rings, tests were made at a number of locations around 
~ a outside of the rings. In addition, one test was made inside the outer 
ring after the water had been shut off and the ground surface dried up. 
11~ures 15, 16 and 17 are rQpresenta ti v~ tests out of 10 individual tests 
de during the season around the outside of the rings. Values of K, 
ttt'er constant rates were attaine d, range from 0.25 to o. 50 feet per day • 
• 1 ~ initial rates of from 5 to 6 feet per day are shown. However, for the 
~<H rna.de within the outer ring, a constant rate of near 1.80 feet per day 
h aho"m. (S f. r 18) • ee 1gu e • 
~~re Supply Plot Seepage Tests 
The seepage tests at the Poudre Supply plot were started in 1951. This 
~ ~ ~0 was selected becaus e of the existence of a fairly heavy clay soil and 
'
1 &.'failabili ty of water from the Ft. Collins City wate r line. 
Table 2.-- Comparison of Seepage Ring and 
Seepage Meter Measurements of Seepage, 
Bellvue Laboratory Plot. 
.; ' ~ ~ -d :: -:: ~) ·,~ Seepage Rings Seepage Meters 
Time Water Inner Outer scs Plastic scs USBR 
.!:/ f:.H·J _.'r · ~ !.~ : ·;::~ Depth Rate Rate Loc , Rate Loo. Rate Loc. Rate 
. z ::> : .. ~;~-.( ~ 1951 Ft • Ft/day Ft/day Ft/day Ft/ciay Ft/day = ~ ~,.:.. 
6-19 1.92 0.72 1.11 A 1.34 
_; f :·;.~ , ~ ~:·: : · Z~ '~ ;" 6-21 1.92 0.51 0.99 A 1.08 
6-23 1.93 0.48 1.03 A 0.92 
: . ; ! :..~ ~ ~ '::~!<i. I~ ·~ 6-25 1.91 0.57 1.20 A 0.93 
6-27 1.92 0.52 1.27 A o.8o 
~i ~~-~:..; ~·· ~ ~ .. ~ .; ·."1; -~· ~ .: 6-29 1.92 0. 47 1.26 A 0.84 
7-2 1.88 0.54 1.18 A 1.06 1 1 .. 59 
:·~ ~ ·~:·· ~ 4.,~ :-i·:1: : :;iF:: 7-4 1.91 OC) 45 1.oo A 0.84 1 1.25 
7-6 1.91 0.42 0.82 A 1.07 1 1.09 
···:: "! ·:. ~-~~: .: ... . 
7-11 1.94 0,36 0.72 B 0.66 2 2.23 
-. ~ .. 3 ~::... : ~ : !',. 7-13 1,90 0. 37 0.68 B 0.42 2 1.18 
7-16 1.93 0.33 0.56 B 0.35 2 1 ~ 16 
• ::~ ~: ·.,: :- ~- ·,. c 7-18 1.91 0.32 0.55 B 0.30 2 0.95 
7-20 1.92 0.32 0.55 B 0 •. 30 2 0.92 
. .. }. ~l ~. !~=-.. ·~- ~ ~ . ,:-_ 
7-24 1.91 0.31 0.57 c 1.43 
,- ~~ •• t, r.c-'~~, 7-26 1.98 0. 30 0.52 c 1.05 - ..... _. -~ - .. 7-27 1.97 0,27 0.46 c 0.79 p 
'.:~:.: : t~ ... : ~ _! :· :~ 7-29 1.94 0.29 0.43 c 0.58 
. . 8-8 1.95 0,23 0.32 D 0.24 3 0.31 ... ~ ... ;;: . i: ... d,-; ,1 · ··;~ ' 
8-10 1,93 0,25 0.29 D 0.24 3 0.30 
• #-"; -~ } -...~ .: ~ -~< 8-13 1.93 0.24 0.33 D 0.25 3 0 .. 29 
8-17 1.90 0.22 0.23 D 0,23 3 0.24 
'1 ~-=.. -~--~ .r· · ~· 8-22 1.95 0.21 0.24 D 0 •. 19 EE 1.09 3 0.22 
8-23 1.95 0.21 0.24 EE 0.84 
{. r. . .'·;!;; 'i . 8-24 1.37 0.18 0.24 EE 0.85 
-:.~f: ~:- ~l; r-. 9-5 1.95 0.19 0.40 E 0.25 4 0,40 
9-7 1.95 0.19 0,42 E 0.21 F 0.82 4 0,33 
-~- ' ... •· '} ~· ·~ 9-10 1.95 0.19 0.39 E 0.18 F 0.46 4 0,28 
9-12 1.95 0.17 0.33 E 0.15 F 0.35 4 . 0 •. 36 
. .. .. 9-14 1,95 0.17 0.33 E 0.16 F 0.34 4 0,25 ; '• ·:· J. f : . 
9-17 1.95 0.17 0.33 E 0.15 F 0.34 4 0.24 
.. 
f -~ .:~ ., • .. •. 9-19 .. 1.95 0.17 0.37 G 0,96 H 0.68 5 0,95 
- .... _, .... 9-21 1.95 0,18 0.41 G 0.88 H 0.56 5 0.72 ... 9-24 1,95 0,17 0.38 G 0.99 H 0.71 5 0.62 
, -;~' 4 • - ~_. • • • • • ": 
9-26 1.95 0.16 0.36 G 0.89 H 0.68 5 0,57 -._ ... .... .. .. ·-"' 9-28 1,95 0.18 0. 1:0 G o •. 83 H 0.44 5 0.55 
~~ ~. !:.•· : 
Y,• 
.. 10-2 1.95 0.14 0.37 I 0.27 J 0.29 6 0.44 
.: 7: ~ -: ~ 10-3 1,95 0.17 0.41 I 0.25 J 0.26 6 0.39 10-6 1.95 0.17 0,36 I 0 .21 J 0.21 6 0.33 
·:; ~_- ~ r- 10-9 1.95 0.17 0.39 I 0.20 J 0.21 6 0 .32 
10-12 1.95 0.20 0.37 I 0.20 J 0.22 6 0.31 
. .. 
10~ 16 1.95 0.19 0,33 K 0. 31 L 0.41 7 0.28 
10-19 1,95 0.15 0.24 K 0.25 L 0.31 7 0.23 
10-24 1.45 0.14 0 .22 K 0.24 L 0.23 7 0,18 
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Soil and Water Analysis - For the purpose of making a study of the 
soil characteristics, soi 1 samples were taken with a soil auger at two 
locations on opp'osite sides of the seepage rings. Samples were taken each 
foot down to 7 feet at one location and to a depth of 8 feet ~t tlie other 
location. Tests and measures taken to indicate the detailed nature of the 
soil in this area include: 
a. Atter burg limits 
b. Mechanical analyses 
c. Salinity tests 
d. Disturbed permeability tests 
A summary of these tests is given in tables 3, 4, and 5. 
The liquid limit, plastic limit and plasticity index were determined 
in accordance with methods set forth by the American Society of Testing 
.. aterials. The plasticity index whi ch is a measure of the moisture content 
over which a soil is plastic has a large value for the 0- 1 foot sample on 
~e east side and for the 0-1 and 1-2 foot samples on the west side of the 
toepage rings. This would indicate that the soil was highly impermeable 
!,r those depths. For greater depths, a classificat ion of feebly plastic 
~., friable was determined using the Atterburg Classification Index. 
The mechanical analysis of the soil was made using the procedure pre-
to ted by the American Society of Testing Materials. Sodium silicate was 
l!ed e.s the dispersion agent. Size distribution curves for ea ch of the 
1 pling locations are shown in figures 19 and 20 and a summary of the 
'' 1Ults is given in . table 5. The soil vras class ified according to the 
'• S, Bureau of Soils specifications. · For the location on the east side 
! ~e rings a loam soil existed for the first one foot depth. From one 
. · .. .... ' . 
I ,. . . ....... . . 
\ : ·' : {t ·-~· 
,. ~ ... : .. ~ :~ . t _ ~· 't. 1 t \• ' · ~ . . ' ' .. '·-·· ·: •.. ,\.' ·-· .. :·! • ') (.) ( ~ . · ~ . .,..., ~ :- l r;) .. , >·. · i : t , . . . ; •:· ·:-.. <> ~-· : . ~.\ 0 " ,., t_~;· . < . r ... . ~~ .. J ~1 ./ ,_ .. ,. :·;: .., . h• . ··. ~ '; ' I (' ~"':' t--::~ , .... . . . ... ,. ,.J, :.'i-lt :-:.~-'-.· r-~ •·t:. t . - ·.1" ~ r •. :.~ , . . M. 
~ : -~ :,-.:-. ., ,_, ... I , ;, .... 1-:··. 4 ,Li .. ·,;: \ ~ -... ,;. ·~ :~~.:.. ~- ~-: ·.· .. .. d :· , ... ~ ~- :.·'"" . ; . ' ·· r:,. · t.J : H 
.. . - ; :· , . .. . ' :-, 
~ .. ; ' ., 
. ' ··. • ;. , . ,. ..:·. 
~ .. .;. '·I ... ~" >' 
' ' , . , I : .. 
• I ) ... ,. .... ~- ' ' · · , .. •: .. 
!" a b l o .-, . _ _ D ol l .1\na l y• 1- e - J'ouOro :Jupp l.y l ' lot 
Atterburg Bureau of: K Sample Liquid Plastio Plasticity Classification Soils Disturbed Depth Limit Limit Index Index Classification Sample Feet 
Ft/day 
East Side of Seepage Rings - 4 feet out. 
0-1 38.9 19.9 19.0 Highly Plastic Loam 0.20 
1-2 30.7 20.1 10.6 Hedium Plastic Sandy Loam 0.90 
2-3 25.0 19.1 5.9 Feebly Plastic Sandy Loam 0.70 . 
3-4 23.8 21.8 2.0 Feebly Plastic Sandy Loam 1.20 
4-5 23.9 19.9 4.0 Feebly Plastic Sandy Loam o.so 
5-6.8 18.5 18.2 0.3 Friable Sandy Loam 
West Side ·or Seepage Rings - 4 feat out. 
0-1 52.8 27.0 25.8 Highly Plastic Silty Clay o.os 
1-2 48.8 22.6 26.2 Highly Plastic Silty Clay 0.03 
2-3 29.2 19.2 10.0 Medium Plastio Sandy Loam 0.35 
3-4 24.5 16e3 8.2 Medium Plastic Sandy Loam 0.18 
4-5 23.7 16.7 7.0 Feebly Plastic Sandy Loam 0.22 
5-7.9 19.2 16.1 3.1 Feebly Plastic Sandy Loam 0.45 
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Table 4.-- Chemical Analysis of Soils 
Poudre Supply Plot 
Total Total 
pH Soluble Grav. Organic Paste 1:5 Salts Salts Material 
Percent Percent Percent 
East Side of Seepage Rings - 4 feet out. 
7.1 7.4 o.u <0.5 1.2 
7.1 7.3 o.o8 <0.5 0.9 
7.2 7.3 0,05 <0.5 0.7 
7.6 7.8 < 0,02 <0.5 0.6 
7.6 7.9 < 0,02 <0.5 0.3 
7.7 8.0 < 0.02 ('0.5 0.2 
West Side of Seepage Rings - 4 feet out. 
6.2 6.9 0.13 <0.5 1.5 
6.6 7.0 0.11 <0.5 1.2 
7.4 7.6 o.o8 <0.5 ·0. 7 
7,4 7.6 0.05 < 0.5 0.5 
7.4 7.6 0.05 <O.s 0.6 
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Table ~.-- Combinod Mooha.n1oa~ Ana.~yrs1.1S of' So1.).1S 
Poudre Supply Plot 
Fine Coarse u.s. Duroe.u of 
Sample Colloids Clay Silt Sand Sand Gr!l vel Soils 
Depth .001 rnm .001~.005 mm .005~.05 rnm .05-. 25 mm .25-2 .o mm 2.0 mm Classification 
Feet Fercent Percent Percent Percent Percent Peroont 
East Side of Seepage Rings - 4 feet out. 
0-1 5o5 n.o 38.5 28.0 17.0 0 Loam 
1-2 3.0 11.0 29.0 38.5 18.5 0 Sa·ndy Loam 
2-3 3.0 6.5 20.5 43.0 27.0 0 Sandy Loam 
3-4 2.0 s.o 22.0 41.0 27.0 0 Sandy Loam 
4-5 4.0 10.0 19.0 36.0 31.0 0 .Sandy Loam 
5-6.8 2.0 n.o 21.0 46.0 20.0 0 Sandy Loam 
West Side of Seepage Rings - 4 feet out. 
0-1 o.o 5.0 73.0 15.0 7.0 0 Silty Clay 
1-2 o.o 20.0 51.0 19.0 10.0 0 Silty Clay 
2-3 o .• o 7.0 31.0 40.0 22.0 0 Sandy Loam 
3-4 6 .• 5 ' 5.5 31.0 aa.o 19.0 0 Sandy Loam 
4-5 4.0 9.0 26.0 37.0 24.0 0 Sandy Loam 
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toot down to the limit of the sampling at 6.8 feet, a sandy loam is indi-
ce.ted. A silty clay existed for the upper two feet at the location on the 
~est wide of the seepage ri ngs with a sandy loam fro m 2 to 7.9 feet. 
A chemical analysis of t he soil is given in t able 4. All the samples 
are alkaline in reaction except 7 and 8 which are weakly acid. There is 
not a significant amount of total soluble sa lt present in the samples and 
none contain an appreciable amount of gypsum. As would be expected, samples 
1, 2 and 7, 8 which were taken near the surface, have the highest organic 
~tter content. All the other samples are quite low in organic matter. 
Samples 4, 5, 6 and 12 have a high lime content. 
An analysis of the water, which was taken from the Ft. Collins city 
mter line, is given in table 1. This water contains a very low percentage 
of impurities and should have no effect on the seepage measurements . 
Permeameter tests of disturbed soil samples we re run in the manner 
described in t he 1950 progress report (lo). Approximately 350 gms. per 
sample were dried then ground and passed through a 2-mm sieve. The sample 
~s poured into a 2.5-inch (OD) lucite percolation cylinde r from a height 
of 21 inches above the base using a funnel and rubber hose. For compaction 
llie sample was dropped ten times on a block of soft wood from a distance of 
2.5 em. In or der to eliminate as much trapped air as possible, water was 
initially allowed to percolate up from the bottom of the sample (2). The 
actual tests, however, were made with the water percolating downward. 
Percolation rates were obtained on duplicate samples for a period of 
trom 15 to 17 days. Shown on figures 21 and 22 are the average computed 
~rmeabilities for the duplicate samples plotted against tiffie. Generally, 
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than those from the east side. The permeability of the upper two feet on 
the west side is extremely low, about 0.04 foot per day. For the upper one 
I. foot on the east side the value of K was o. 20 foot pe1· day. In either 
case the permeability increased with an increase in depth of sample. The 
permeabilities after fairly constant rates were maintained ranged from 0.20 
to 1.20 feet per day for the east location and from 0.03 to 0.45 for the 
west location. 
Seepage Rings - The Poudre Supply Plot is located on a corner of land 
ovmed by the U. S. Bureau of Reclamation at Station 226+00 of the Poudre 
Supply Canal. This location was chosen because of the existence of a fairly 
heavy clay and the availability of suitable water. The seepage rings, which 
had formerly been installed at the College Horticulture Plot~ were moved 
~nd reinstalled at this location in the spring of 1951. Figure 23 shows 
the seepage rings and accessory equipment. 
Water was first turned into the rings on Juue 19, 1951, and continuous 
tests were made until November 9 when the weather became too cold to con-
tinue. In addition to the customary readings, e. record was kept of evapore.-
tion from a standard Weather Bureau Class A evaporation pan. Very soon 
~fter the rings started operating, difficulty was encountered in that the 
seepage rate from the inner ring was so low that the water meter ceased to 
function. This difficulty was overcome by filling the ring once each day 
~d checking the seepage by noting the drop in the water surface. This 
tame difficulty was encountered to e. lesser degree in the outer ring after 
lbout two months of operation. From then on the vmter was allowed to run 
into the ring during the day but was out off over night. The seepage 
during the night was determined from the drop in the water surface. 
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Figure 23 .-- Seepage ri ngs at Poudre Supply Plot 








The observed seepage rates as well as data on water depths, water tern-
peratures and barometric pressures are plotted on figure 24. The seepage 
rates were corrected for evaporation by applying a factor of 0.70 to the 
::.easured evaporation and then reducing the measured loss from the ring by 
~is amount. From the very start the inner ring r ate was very low, about 
,025 foot per day. This rate gradually increased for about three weeks 
~til a maximum of 0.60 foot per day was reached. ~fter that time, a 
u adual decrease is noted until a rate of almost zero vms maintained. In 
!act, at times, it was almost impossible to separate the seepage and the 
emporation. The rates from the outer ring were much larger, however. An 
imtial daily rate of approxirr.ately 0.30 foot was ~intained practically 
eonstant for a period of one month. After that time a fairly rapid decrease 
in rate is shown for about t wo weeks when the rate again became fairly 
constant at approximate ly 0.05 foot per day. There is a gradua l decrease 
!or the remainder of t he period until at the end when a rate of 0.02 foot 
rer day was reached. A sudden increase on October 22 is noted after a 
Tory cold period during whi ch time there was a sharp decrease in the water 
~e:npera ture. 
During August and again in October, tests were made to determine the 
tffect of the depth of water in the rings on the seepage rate. Figures 
S and 26 are the results of these tests for the out er ring • . The August 
! ~termination shows rates which are much lower for the greater depths than 
':..~e October test. However, the October test was made after an extr emely 
t'lld period which seeme d to h~ve the effect of speeding up the seepage rate 
, 
•rom. the outer ring. According to the procedure previously described, a 
~lue of K for the August tests of 0.005 foot per day wa s found and a 
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value of 0.020 for the October test. 
By using Glover's method (Equation 3) the computed permeability for 
the outer ring was 0.016 foot per day for the August test and 0.052 for the 
october test. In both cases the capi llary tension was assumed to be zero 
and the soil saturated. Although the results computed by this method are 
of the same order of magnitude as those determined by the "Effect of Depth" 
tests the actual rates differ considerably. It should be kept in mind, . 
however, that the rates are very sma ll end it is probably not important 
whether the rate ~~s 0.052 foot per day or 0.020 foot per day. Because of 
the extreme ly low seepage rate from the inner ring, the effect of depth 
tests gave erratic results. The unavoi dable errors in the seepage and 
evaporation measurements were so large proportionately that th ey oversha-
dowed the effeot of depth. 
Piezometer~ approxirrately eight feet long, were installed at four 
locations ten feet out from the out er ring and anothe~ one foot out. In 
addition, four pie zometers 3, 4, 6 and 8 f eet deep were placed in the 
inner ring. Weekly measurements were made of these piezometers. At no 
time during the season was free water apparent in the piezometers which 
indicated that the soil never beoame sa turated. 
Seepage Meter Tests - With the exception of the first series of tests 
nth the SCS seepage meter which was made in the inner ring (locat ion A) , 
tll the tests were conducted in t he outer ring. Thirty two tests were made 
nth the SCS meters and ~Nanty seven with the USBR meters. These tests are 
ahovm plotte.d on figure 24 a~d are shovm in tabular form in table 6. For 
location A, a rate much lo ·fer than the inner ring rate was initially observed. 




Table 6.-- Comparison of Seepa~e Ring and 
Seepage Meter Measurements of Seepage, 
(l :".Jf'! ; ...... Poudre Supply Plot. 
1-. . ~ "(.'• 
Seepage Rings See:ear2.:• Meters 
~rJJ(, Time Water Inner Ring Outer Ring scs USBR 
De;eth Rate Rate Loc. Rate Loc. Rate ·::s.:: ,., ) ..... f951 Ft. Ft/day Ft/day Ft/day Ft/day 
... ·:·. ~ ' -~ r:'~ 
t;- ·"'. ~.; ~~ ;r .. 7-3 1.83 0.042 0.256 A 0.006 
·,·: ~~ 7-4 lo83 0.046 0.252 A 0.003 r ~! . !:; ·,· 7-6 1.87 0.052 0.256 A 0.004 
. '· . . " 7·11 1.88 0.060 0.220 A 0.005 . ~ - . !~· , : ~ .: '! 
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;'~f: : : ~'t :': 7-20 1.88 0.023 0.265 A 0.023 1 0.021 ._, -- .. .;.. . .. 7-25 1.89 0.018 0.155 A 0.022 .1 0.019 ... . . . .., ·;: :· 
~ .. ·. ::: . 8·9 1.88 0.007 0.053 B . 0.002 2 0.015 , ... : ~ \: ~! .: :) : 8-10 1.85 0.009 0.055 B 0.001 2 0.014 
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about two weeks. There is considerable variation between the rates as 
shown by the two methods. Wide variations in the soil in the outer ring 
no doubt caused large differences in the results because the seepage shovm 
by the seepage meters would depend on the type of soil in which they were 
installed whereas the seepage for the outer ring v~s the average for all 
the types in the ring area. 
Well-type Permeameter Tests - The well permeameter tests were made 
according to the procedure previously described. A total of eight tests 
~as made at locations which completely encircles the seepage rings& These 
locations were approximately ten feet out from the outer ring. Each hole 
was about 18 inches deep with the water being held at about one foot in 
depth. Figures 27. 28, 29 and 30 are plot s of representative tests. These 
tests show a five-fold variation in the final value of the permeability, 
0.09 to 0.50 foot per day. Some of these tests acted in a very erratic 
manner as is seen in . figure 27. For this test an initial rate of 0.057 foot 
per day is sho\vn followed by a sharp decrease to about 0.010. After this 
point there is a steady increase until the rate leveled off at 0.09 foot 
per day. Here also. the large differences in the results of the different 
tests can be explained by differences in the soil at the 'Various loco. tions. 
Poudre Supply Canal Seepage Tests 
The first release of water from Horsetooth Reservoir of the Colorado 
Big Thompson Project wa s made in July 195lo This water is carried by the 
Poudre Supply Canal to the Poudre River. Because of changes in grade when 
emerging from a lined into an unlined section and from the unlined back to a 
lined section, a natural pool wa s formed be~veen Stations 167+50 and 186+00 
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r.ater stopped running from the section. Tests were made of the seepage in 
July and again in August after the pool had been refilled by an unusually 
acsvy rain. 
Pending Tests - Since the pool us ed for the measurements was 1850 feet 
long it was necessary to mount a staff gage at each end. This was done so 
that the effect of the wind piling the water up on either end could be com-
pensated for. The results of these tests, t able 7, show that the rates 
obtained during the first pool filling were considerably ·· higher than those 
obtained at the second filling. It should be pointed out that the firs t 
test was also the firs t ti rr.e that water ha d been in the canal. The second 
test, where the rate was only one-fourth that for the first test, was made 
after flooding had filled the pool with heavily silt-laden water. 
Seepage Heter Tests - Seepa ge meter tests were conducted at the same 
time that the first ponding test ¥res being made . Both the SCS and the USBR 
type seepage meters were used with installation being made together near 
the center line of the Canal. Some difficulty was encountered in setting 
the meters because of the existence of bed rock along the bottom in part of 
the section. Because of shallow water it was impossible to set the meters 
on the side-slopes of the cana l. Table 8 gives t he results of these tests. 
Except for the insta lla t ion at Station 181+54, the rates are all consi-
derably below those for ponding. The seepage from the sides of the canal 
lias probably much greater than the bottom because of the stratificati on 
of the soil. 
North Poudre Su)·{l J·· C:n o.l Seepa~e Tasts 
At the request of the U. S. Bureau of Reclamation, the Division of 
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Table 7.-- Pool Measurement of Canal Seepa~e, 
Poudre Supply Canal - Sta. 167+50 - 186+00. 
Average Drop Evaporation Length 
Time Depth Wetted Average for for Corrected of Drop 
Water Perimeter Width Period Period Drop Period 
Ft. Ft. Ft. Ft. Ft. Ft. Days Ft/day 
9:40A 1.71 38.2 37.1 
-1: :55P 1.60 37.8 36.8 0.110 0.016 0.094 0.302 0.312 
9:20A 1.41 37 .. 1 36.2 0.190 0.014 0.176 0.684 0.258 
4:10P 1.32 36.8 36.0 0.090 o.Ol4 0.076 0.284 0.267 
8:45A 1.14 36.1 35.4 0.180 0.010 0.170 0.690 0.246 
4 :20P 1.06 35.8 35.2 0.080 0.007 0.073 0.316 0.231 
9 :35A 0.92 35.3 34.8 0.140 0.007 0.133 0.719 0.185 
5:25P 0.84 35.0 34 .5 0.080 0.014 0.066 0.326 0.202 
9 :30A 0.71 34.5 34.1 0.130 0.009 0.121 0.670 0.180 
6:45P 0.64 34.3 33.9 0.070 o.on 0.059 0.385 0.153 
9:35A 0.54 33.9 33 .6 0.100 0.006 0.094 0.618 0.152 
4205P 0.49 33.7 33 .5 0.050 0.008 0.042 0.270 0.156 
9:15A 0.39 33.4 33 .2 0.100 0.010 0.090 0.715 0.126 
4 :15P 0.34 33.2 33.0 0.050 0.008 0.042 0.291 0.144 
9:10A 0.26 32.9 32 .8 0.080 0.012 0.068 0.705 0.096 
Pool Refilled by Flood 
4:10P 1.66 38.0 37.0 
4:201- 1..56 37.6 36.7 0.100 0.022 0.078 1.01 0.077 
4:201' 1.47 37.3 36.4 0.090 0.016 0.074 1.00 0~074 
5:201 1.30 36.7 35.9 0.170 0.042 0.128 2.04 0.063 
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Table 8.-- Seepage Meter Measureme nt of Canal Seepage, 
Poudre Supply Canal - Sta. 167+50 - 186+00. 
Date Station Seepage Meter Seepage Rate 
1951 Type . Ft7day 
.. , :!", 
:' .' ... 
2: .. 7-27 172+30 USBR 0.005 .. 
(}.,; 7-27 172+30 scs 0.004 ~·,· .. 
' r.1. ,'' ·.· 
_:. ~ . 7-25 174+31 USBR 0.006 ~-.. :; :. :. 7-26 174+31 USBR 0.007 : ! . \ -· 7-25 174+28 scs o.oo9 ~- · -.· 
'":--~ ' 7-26 174+28 scs 0.005 ~·· (' 
4;' : ; 
-. . .. 7-26 177+79 USBR 0.038 !.:; .;.·., 7-27 177+79 USBR 0.023 ,. 
· .. ~ 7-26 177+76 scs 0.001 <.. ., ,. 7-27 177+76 scs 0.001 ~:r .. 
:.$~ ~ 
,':}-
·-· 7-24 181+55 ~BR 0.149 ; . >·• 
,c.!'': t; 7-25 181+55 USBR 0.139 ·~ 
:..,-;;; .. 7-24 181+54 scs 0.109 
( •.\ 7-25 181+54 scs 0.098 
·~." 
: :"t ·.· · '~ 7-27 183+78 USBR o.ooo 
... "!.:, 
7-27 183-t78 scs 0.004 , ,..... 
-~ ' .. 









~king a series of well permeameter tests along the center line of an 
unlined section of the pro posed North Poudre Supply Canal of the Colorado 
Big Thompson Project. Observations were ma de on five lo>Jations between 
stations 245+45 and 257+90. The equipment at one of the locations is shovm 
in figure 31. Soil samples were also taken at various points along the 
reach. Results of t he soil analyses are shown in table 9. This analysis 
shows that the soil va ried from silt and silty clay to poorly graded sand 
near the north end of the reach. 
The.' permeameter tests were made vn th holes about 6 inches in diameter 
and depths va rying according to the amount of excavation at that point. 
Observations were carried on day and night for a week during the month of 
May. · Figures 32~ 33~ 34 and 35 are plots of the results. The tests at 
Stations 246+48 and 254+76 wore continued for a much longer period than the 
others. A study of these plots indica t es that the permeability K probably 
ranges between 0.20 and 0.30 foot per day after a test period of about 5 
days. This value of permeability may be used in the equation developed by 





~ • The seepage in cubic feet per square foot of area 
per day. 
(4) 
K = The permeability determined by the well permeameter 
test in feet per da y. 
B Width of water surface in the canal. 
H Depth of we. ter in the c,ana 1. 
WP = Wetted perimeter of the cana l. 
·. - • _- ; ·:·;".' .": 1 
t..: : ; (_: ( .: .: .. :~ ~ 
1:,',: :~ ~ ~ 
1 . . .'. r:n~::: .. 
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Figure 31.-- Equipment for well pe rmeameter ~est, 









Table 9.-- Soil Analysis, 
North Poudre Supply Can al. 























(Adapted from (A.C.) system by Casagrande ) 
SILT--Some clay. Presence o~ roots. Dark 
brown color (topsoil) 
CLA.Y .. LEAN--Modera tely plastic. Slightly 
silty. No sand. Dark brown 
SILT--Light brovm 
SILT--Trace or clay. Medium brown 
SILT--Tra ce of clay. Some very fine sand. 
Medi urn brown 
SILT--Trace of clay. Reddish brovm 
CLAY .. LEAN--Slightly plastic. Very silty. 
Dark brown (topsoil) 
SILT--Medium brovm 
SILT--Traoe of clay. Medium brown 
SILT--Medium bro,,vn 
SILT--Some fine sa nd. Medium br own 
SAND YITTH EXCESS SILT--Sand fine to medium. 
Very silty. About 10 per cent gravel, maximum 
size 1 inch. 
SILT--Trace or clay. Light brown. 
SILT--Trace of fine sand. Medium brown 
SILT--Trace of clay and organic matter. Dark browri 
SAND ~TITH EXCESS SILT--Sand fine. Very silty. 
Medi urn bro·wn 
SAND POORLY GRADED--Sand predominatly fin·e. 
Silty. Trace of coarse sand and gravel, 
maximum size 3/4 inch. !l'iedium b~own 
SAND POORLY GRADED--Sand predominatly fine. Some 
medium to coa rse. About 25 percent gravel, 
maximum size 2 inches 
SILT--Trace of clay and organic matter (topsoi l) ~ 
Dark brovm 
f"!." ( ) \ ,;.·,j ~·~J 
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Solving this equation between the t wo limits of permeability gives values 
for the actual seepage loss fro m the cana l as ranging from 0.24 to 0.36 
cubic foot per squa re foot per day. This value will be checked by a pending 
test after excavation of the canal has been completed. 
A daily va riation in the permeability is indicated on figures 32 and 
34. This same occurr ence was noted for t he seepage rings at Bellvue when 
readings were taken continuously over a perio d of several days. This 
variation is not caused by the actual difference in the temperature of the 
water because the variation in the r ate is still apparent after all the 
temperatures were reduced to 60° Fahrenheit. The variation may however, 
be due to t he difference between the temperature of the water and of the 
soil. If the water became colder as it pereolated through the soil, air 
\'/Ould be absorbed and cons equently t he seepage rate would increase. If the 
water was warmed by the soil t he seepage rate would be decreased. The 
significa nt featur e is t he direction of the temperature gradient. Since 
this fact was not recognized at the ti me t he observations were being take~ 
no attempt was made to measure the soil t emperatures and consequently there 
is no way of knowing what t he actua l temperature gradients were. 
Arthur Ditch Se et:a~?;e Measurements 
During the 1950 testing seas on several inflow-outflow measurements 
were made on a 1925 foot reach of the Arthur Ditch which flows t hrough the 
College Campus a long the south side of the Ho r t iculture Plot. The measure-
ments which were made with a current meter , gave fairly consistent percen-
tages of seepage loss from the s ection . In 1951 inflow-outflow measurements 
were aga in made using t he same method at the same measuring sections . At 
~.f • .. !' ._ ~,' ;- ·•r ... ·, . . 
-r .,, 
. -· ... .: . .".: . 
_fJ .f:. _r_::/?. 
• • • • . 1 • • 
}: ... r c: ~~ r 
\ ... ' ~ ... ·· .:•:: 
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this time practically every determination showe d a gain in the section. 
A close inspection of the reach showe d that there was no apparent side 
inflow within the section. These results confirm the conclusion previously 
reached that the norma l error in current meter measurements may be greater 
than the seepage losses. 
1------
.-25-
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
Although the seepage rings at the Bellvue Laboratory had been operated 
for several months the previous season, the seepage rate continued to 
decline during the period the tests were conducted in 1951. This indicates 
that the length of time that water has been in a canal is probably one of 
the most important factors in determining seepage losses. (See figure 36). 
At Bellvue the initial seepabe r ate for the 1951 season was practically 
the same as the end rate for the previous season. At the end of the 1951 
season the rate was only 1/4 that of the previous season. For the Horti~ 
culture Plot seepage rings, the seepage rates after the initial high were 
considerably lower during the second season of operation~ In both cases , 
the water v~s free of sediment and the chemical composition ~~s such that 
neither of these items would, in itself, affect the permeabilities of the 
soils. The decrease in seepage then must be a result of mi cro-bio logical 
action (1), the breaking down of the soil particles, and possibly other 
factors not determined. 
The seepage rings at the Poudre Supply Plot, although operated for 
only one season also showed a marked decrease in seepage over the period. 
This installation demonstrated the l arge range of permeabili ties that may 
be encountered in even small areas. Although the site was investigated 
and thought to be fairly uniform befo re the location of the seepage rings , 
it was found after operation that the soil on one side of the outer ring 
was several times more permeable than on the other side. The inner ring, 
hovrever, cove!:'ed an area of uniform permeability. 
The observations on the effect of depth on the seepage again demon-
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the depth of water above the ground surface but is proportional to the 
depth plus some distance below the surface. According to Israelson (5) the 
head resulting from the depth of water is used up within the upper few inches 
•' 
of the soil. If this is the case, only a small error would be incurred in 
assuming that the seepage rate varied directly with the water depth pro-
vided the depth was fairly great. The tests on the effect of depth at the 
Horticulture , Bellvue and Poudre Supply sites indicate that from several 
inches to a foot of soil may be required to use up the head available from 
the water . The more permeable the soil the longer the column of soil that 
is required. The t wo tests at the Bellvue plot showed that the effect of 
depth was fairly constant , whereas the tests at the Poudre Supply Plot 
.,. , ... varied widely • 
The results of permeability determinations using the "Effect of Depth" 
tests and the method developed by Glover show a very close correlation for 
the Bellvue tests. However, there is a fairly .l arge divergenc~ in the 
results of the t wo methods for the Poudre Supply Plot. ·At ea ch location 
the ca pillary tension was assumed to be ze ro. It is possible that a 
tension did exi st at the Poudre Supply Plot ;\hich might be a reason for 
the large percentage difference in the results at that location. 
On one occasion, after an effect of depth test at Bellvue the seepage 
rate increased over that which it had originally shown for the same depth. 
The increased head pr obably temporarily opened enterstices in the soil 
llhich gradually became clogged again. 
It was noted at Bellvue that there seeme d to be an hourly fluctuation· 
in the seepage rates. Investigati on showed that there was a variation even 
after correcting for the differ ence in viscosities as a result of tempera-
,. : • ~ : I , ·1 • ' 
-~ .~! ,t ·~ n L· 
~ 'i ~ 
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ture changes . Continuous readings, night and day, over a period of several 
days were made to check this variation. The results, fi gure 13, seem to 
indicate that t he fluctuations which were as much as 50 percent, might be 
due to the relationship of the water and s oi l temperatures and the amount 
of trapped air (2). Similar observations on the inner and outer rings of 
the Poudre Supply site were inconclusive because the los ses were so small 
that the errors in the readings and in the evaporation correction obscured 
any effect that temperature relations might have on the results. Further 
study of this phenomenon is planned for the comin~ season. It was also 
noted that the seepage rate of the outer ri ng at the Poudre Supply Plot 
speeded up materially after a period in October when the temperature of 
the water approached freezing. One explanation of this could be that 
microbiological action slowed dovm or ceased because of the low temperature, 
thereby causing the increased rate. 
Although water was being fed into t he soil continuously at the maximum 
rate, there was no effect on the position of the water t able in the vicinity 
of the s eepage rings. The ground water levels at Bellvue as observed with 
pie zometers are shown in figure 14. This shows that the only apparent 
fluc tuati on was due to the change of stage of the Poudre River nearby. The 
indications are that the seepa ge rate wa s controlled at or near the surface 
and re gions of increasing permeabi li ty existed down to the water table . 
At the Poudre Supply plot, water was never apparent in the piezometers , 
indicating that a saturated zone under the rings never existed. Here again, 
the amount of seepage was probably governed at the surface. 
Since it ha d been pointed out that the method of installing seepa ge 
meters (8) might affec.t the r esults obtained, gr eat care was exercised in 
:"'~ . t· . ~ · .... .. .. ~ 
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installing the meters. Hammering on the meter probably puddles the soil 
and reduces the permeability. All the installations during 1951 were made 
by standing on the meter or by jacking using an anchor and lever. Two types 
of the SCS meters as well as the USBR type plastic bag seep~ge meter, were 
used. Tables 2 and 6 are compilations of the seepage meter data taken 
during the 1951 season within the seepage rings and also show the seepage 
ring rates at a comparable time. No general trends of the rates can be 
seen as was t he case of the tests at the Horticulture plot in 1950 (7). 
Here the seepage meter showed a high rate soon after installation which 
decreased along a smooth curve until the end rate was generally below that 
shown for the rings. At Bellvue in the sandy loam the seepage meters usually 
gave rates above those sho•vn for the inner ring, but less than the rate for 
the outer ring. The seepa ge meter rate·s at the Poudre Supply plot in heavy 
clay were generally be low those determined for the outer ring and less than 
the rate for the inner ring. In the study made at the University of Idaho 
(11), the seepage meter always gave rates which were less than those shown 
by a seepage ring in either clay, sil~ or sand. 
In an attempt to develop a calibration curve for the seepage meters, 
figure 37 was prepared. This figure shows the correction factors that 
should be applied to the seepa ge meter rea dings in order to give t he same 
rate as the seepa ge ring. The meter was usually installed and left in place 
for periods of from one to t wo weeks and readings were made beginning on 
~e day of installation and each second day thereafter. The data shown 
represent an avEJrage of the rates disregarding those made within t wo days 
of installation which should eliminate tho se readings that might be affected 
by the initial disturbance caus ed by installing the meter. Figure 37 shows 
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that no one single line could represent the data as there seems to be a 
separate calibration curve for each type of meter in each location. For 
the condition where a high seepage rate exists. the ratl.o of the results 
by t he t wo methods comes nearer to one . The ratios for the different types 
of meters seem to fall in the s~~e area in the figure for a given location 
of the meters. The rates for the conventiona l and pla stic type SCS meters 
are very nearly the same. This would i ndi cate that the presence or 
absence of sunlight does not materially affect the operation. 
The well permeameter tests made during the season in the vicinity of 
the seepage rings, are not directly comparab le with the seepage ring rates 
since the solution of the formula for the well permeameter gives a value of 
the permeability K rather than the s eepage . However, the effect of depth 
tests on the seepage rings yield values of K which can be compared with 
the results of the well permeameter tests and disturbed sample permeability 
tests. For Bellvue, the we ll permeameter gave values for the permeability 
ranging from 0.25 to 0.50 foot per day. These values compare to a range 
of from 0.085 to 0.100 foot per day as determined from the effect of depth 
tests and 4 to 5 feet per day fo r the disturbed sample tests. One well 
permeameter test made at Bellvue in the outer ring after the water was shut 
off and the surface allowed to dry, gave a permeability of 1.80 f eet per 
day. 
For the well permeameter tests made near the Poudre Supply seepage 
rings a range of values of from 0.09 to 0. 50 foot per day was determined 
for the permeability. In this case. as previously expla ined, there was 
considerable difference in the soil in the area around the seepage rings. 
The disturbed sample permeability tests gave values of K ranging from 
-30-
0.03-0.05 foot per day to 0.20-0.90 foot per day. These values compare to 
a range of from 0.005 to 0.020' for K as determined for the outer ring. 
A series of well-permeameter tests along a section of the North Poudre . 
;-:+ c; ! ~.  '~~ ri Supply Canal gave values of the seepage to be expected. ranging from 0.24 
to 0.36 foot per day. This seepage rate will be checked by ponding after 
excavation of the cana l is complete. 
The results of pending tests on a section of the completed Poudre 
Supply Canal are given in table 7. The rate for the initial filling _was 
0.30 foot per day as compared to 0.075 for the same water depth at a later 
filling. However. the second filling was from flood water which contained 
a large amount of silt and consequently would tend to reduce the seepage. 
Seepage meter tests along the bottom of the canal at the time of the first 
filling gave rates wh ich were much less than those from ponding. This was 
probably the result of horizontal permeabilities being much greater .than 
vertical permeabilities. 
Inflow-outflow measurements on the Arthur Ditch which showed consistent 
losses in 1950 were again made along the same section in 1951. This time 
consistent gains were determined for practically every measure~ent. This 
method of determination should not be used unless the seepage losses are 
tremendous as the norma l error of measurement may be greater than most 
losses. 
I . . -. ~, --:- ' • • J r '· ... .... ·~· ~4 # 
Sill.lMARY 
A study of the seepage rates as s hown by the seepage rings indicates 
that the effect of the length of time that water has been in a canal is 
a very impor t ant factor in the dete rminati on of s eepage losses . Although 
l. ~- ·-:· '"· ,, ·' ... . . •. ' ·')..;:. ' - . -: ,.. ~ - . 
other factors such as silting and chemica l rea ctions which usually reduce 
the seepage r ate were eliminated in this study, the seepage rates never-
.: .. ,-"}..., .. ..... . 
~~eless continued to decrea se from season to s eason . 
"Effect of Depth" tests again demonstrated the fact that the seepage 
i , .. · ~ ... : · ·; : ··" -.... ·-... . rate is not directly proportional to the depth of water in t he canal but 
is proportiona l to the depth plus some l ength of soil column. This means 
that there is still seepage at the time that water reaches zer o depth. 
This phenomenon was utilized in determining the permeability K of the 
soil within the s eepage rings . 
It was noted that after s everal months of ope ration there seemed to 
be an hourly fluc tuation of the seepage r ates from the seepage rings. This 
fluctuation, whioh was as much as 50 percent, still exi sted even after the 
rates were corrected to a standard t emperature. The va riation was apparently 
~.... • : • .... 0 • • 
..;:. ••• •• • • •. • - 4 due in part of the relationship of the water and soil temperatures . 
~ .1 ~-- ( . -~-. -. 0 
Piezomete rs i nstalled within t he seepage rings as we ll as in the gen-
eral vicinity, indi cate that the operation of t he seepage rings had no 
effect on the position of the water table. The fluctuation was due to 
factors whi ch had no connection with the seepage ring operation. 
Tests with the seepage meters indicated that if care was exercised in 
the installation, the rates were approximate ly in t he same r ange as those 
shown by the s eepage rings. In some types of soil it was necessary to 
wait several days after ins tallation until the seepage meter gave a rate 
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eomparable to the ~oepage ring rate. An attempt to develop a calibration 
1urve for the seepag'e meters based on a ratio of the seepage ring and 
seepage meter determinations was unsuccessful. A separate curve seemed 
to exist for each type of seepage me ter in a particular location. 
The results of tests for the determination of the permeability using 
~e well-type permeameter did not compare favorably with the results of 
the tests using the ' seepage rings or the diSturbed sample permeameters •. 
The difference is probably due to the fact that the well-permeameter is 
Dlore of a measure of the horizontal permeabili ties whereas the seepage 
rings are a measure of vertical permeability. It is believed that the 
well permeameter does have merit if used for investigation of seepage 
~sses from proposed canals. 
Ponding tests on a reach of a newly excavated canal also showed the 
importance of time in seepage determinations. The rate at the second 
tilling was only one-fourth that for the_ first filling. In this instance, 
however. silting probably had some effect. Seepage meter tests on the 
same reach of canal gave results that were gener ally much les s than the 
results of the ponding tests. These large differences were apparently due 
~ the fact that the seepage meter tests were made in the bed of the canal 
~ereas most of the seepage probably occurred ' from the side slopes. 
Inflow-outflow measurements although carefully made, .showed consistent 
~ins in a section where large losses were kno•~1 to exist. 
; 
FUTURE PROGRAM 
. -l ~/"J ~-;t; :~ With the conclusion of the 1951 testing season, the seepage from sandy . 
loam, olay loam, and heavy clay has been studied with the seepage rings. 
Yet to be investigated is seepage from fine sand end medium olay. The pre-
sent plan is to remove the soil from the rings at the Bellvue Laboratory 
I . .(- ... I'.' f_( ·_, \ .. · J. .... • - .. down to the underlying gravel and to replace it with sand. This will permit 
a study of the seepage as measured by the seepage rings and seepage meters 
from a very porous material. 
f> ·::. .': ~-. · ··-·:· Since the surface soil at the Poudre Supply Plot is practically imper-
meable and the underlying material is known to be fairly permeable, there 
is a possibility that the upper one foot or more could be removed and the 
· .. · ,,_.. 
rings lowered so that a medium clay could be tested. However , the location 
of the rings may have to be changed in order to find the desired type of 
soil. 
The use of tensiometers in connection with the seepage rings is con-
templated to determine if negative forces are involved. 
Further work is proposed in studying the effect of temperature on the 
seepage rates as shown by the seepage meters. Soil thermometers vdll be 
installed in the seepage rings for this purpose. The hourly variation in 
.·· ' · 
seepage rates by the seepage rings and well permeameter as previously dis-
cussed, seems to be partly due to the relationship of the water and soil 
temperature. This variation, no doubt, also applies to the rate as sho\vn 
by the seepage meters. Another effect which may be a factor in the seepage 
rneter operation is the "scale effect 11 • This means that the ratio of hori ·A 
tontal and vertical permeabilities must be considered in determining the 
size of the seepage meter if the rate is to be compared vnth a standard 
pond. The importance of the scale effect will also be investigated. 
In ord.er to study the effect of the depth to the water table on the 
seepage rate, the construction of some special equipment is proposed • . A 
fl!l.tertight tank approximately 12 feet in diameter and 3 feet deep vlill be 
built. This tank will be filled vli.th soil and a ring 6 feet in diameter 
similar to those used in the seepage rings will be set inside the large 
p. , , .· ;:· tank. The small ring will be filled vli.th water and the seepage rate will 
' . ~ - ••• •• l be measured when the ground water in the large tank is held at vari.ous 
levels. Soils of several different types will be tested. 
I. A further possibility for study is in the actual excavation of a sec-
tion of a small canal after first making well permeameter tests along the 
center line. The section need not be more than 3 feet deep, have a 5 foot 
bottom with 1-1/2:1 side slopes and a length of from 15 to 20 feet. Pending 
tests as well,as seepage meter determinations would be made after filling 
the pond with water. 
If construction of the North Poudre Supply Canal is completed this 
.. season along the section where well permeame ter tests were made in 19511 
. . . . :·~ .. pending tests will be made to check the accuracy of the well permeameter 
·.··:-... ·: ,· tests. This will probably entail the building of earth dams at each end 
of the section. ·other sections of the North Poudre Supply Cana l, which 
.. ·~ .. : .. -~ · are not yet excavated, will be investigated for possibility of further 
. · ·r 
, :··· ·:':··: 
tests vii th the well-type permeameter. Pending· and seepage meter tests 
would then be possible after excavation has been completed. 
A possibility for further study of the well-type permeameter may exist 
. 
along a section of the Poudre Supply Cana l. Although the Canal has been 
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disturbed area on each side of the canal. Intermittent water deliveries 
during the 1951 season would permit pending to check the determinations. 
Records vdll be kept in the same manner as before on temperature, 
barometric pressure , precipitation and evaporation. Study of the physical 
and chemical cha racteristics of the soil in the area under investigation 
will be continued. The quality of the water used in the study will also 
be tested • Such other tests as may be required for special purposes will 
be made when necessary • 
7-.:; . ~ "j<J ' :•:; .. 
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